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Laura Candler's Graphic Organizers for Reading, Grades 2-6
This Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change Special Report (IPCC-SREX)
explores the challenge of understanding and managing the risks of climate
extremes to advance climate change adaptation. Extreme weather and climate
events, interacting with exposed and vulnerable human and natural systems, can
lead to disasters. Changes in the frequency and severity of the physical events
affect disaster risk, but so do the spatially diverse and temporally dynamic
patterns of exposure and vulnerability. Some types of extreme weather and
climate events have increased in frequency or magnitude, but populations and
assets at risk have also increased, with consequences for disaster risk.
Opportunities for managing risks of weather- and climate-related disasters exist or
can be developed at any scale, local to international. Prepared following strict IPCC
procedures, SREX is an invaluable assessment for anyone interested in climate
extremes, environmental disasters and adaptation to climate change, including
policymakers, the private sector and academic researchers.

Hatchet
Invite students to tell all about themselves in writing and pictures by completing
this motivating, literacy-boosting graphic organizer. A great back-to-school
icebreaker! Includes a teaching guide. For use with Grades 3-6.

Middle School Research
This practical resource shows you how to apply Sam Wineburgs highly acclaimed
approach to teaching, "Reading Like a Historian," in your middle and high school
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classroom to increase academic literacy and spark students curiosity. Chapters
cover key moments in American history, beginning with exploration and
colonization and ending with the Cuban Missile Crisis.

I Survived the Sinking of the Titanic, 1912 (I Survived #1)
For every course in Special Education Law and Education Law, or as a perfect
supplement to any Educational Administration course, Legal Aspects of Special
Education was written by a practitioner to help teachers, administrators, and
advocates understand special education law in everyday language– without
excessive legalese or extraneous case law. Different in many ways from other
special education law texts on the market, all of the elements of this text are
intended to help its students obtain the most critical information about special
education law and how it is applied in the real world. Some unique features
include: a fascinating opening interview and then epilogue with Joe Ballard, a
pioneer of the IDEA movement; a discussion of Response-to-Intervention (RTI) and
the implication of IDEA 2004 for school districts; and a discussion of the history of
special education and its link to the Civil Rights Movement. Additionally, the book
provides case studies and application questions, critical thinking questions, the
most current information on the laws including No Child Left Behind and the
Individuals with Disabilities Education Act of 2004, and a discussion of major trends
changing the laws, including that of autism.

Dreams from My Father
If you could have any animal's front teeth, whose would you choose? WHAT IF YOU
HAD ANIMAL TEETH? takes children on a fun, informative, and imaginative journey
as they explore what it would be like if their own front teeth were replaced by
those of a different animal. Featuring a dozen animals (beaver, great white shark,
narwhal, elephant, rattlesnake, naked mole rat, hippopotamus, crocodile, and
more), this book explores how different teeth are especially adapted for an
animal's survival. At the end of the book, children will discover why their own teeth
are just right for them. And they'll also get a friendly reminder to take good care of
their teeth, because they're the only teeth they'll ever have. Each spread features
a photograph of the animal using its specialized teeth on the left and a humorous
illustrated image of a child using that animal's teeth on the right.

The Literary Essay
The increased demands of the Common Core State Standards (CCSS) create many
challenges for learners with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD). This laminated
reference guide by Wendy Ashcroft, Sue Argiro and Joyce Keohane presents a stepby-step process for assessing students' strengths and challenges, developing
accommodations and modifications, and selecting instructional strategies to be
incorporated into a standards-based individual education program (IEP). It is
designed for use with students in grades 1-8. The six-page (tri-fold) guide includes
detailed examples of applying the process for students needing moderate (level 1)
support to those needing very substantial (level 3) support. It describes an array of
autism-specific, teacher friendly, evidence-based practices for addressing social
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skills, communication, and behavior. In addition, Autism & CCSS includes ideas for
capitalizing on the strengths of learners with ASD, such as intense focus on areas
of interest, logical thinking, attention to detail, visual processing, and rote memory.

All-about-me Web, Grades 3-6
The House on Mango Street
A guide for using graphic organizers to incorporate the Common Core Standards
for Reading into the classroom. Includes reproducible graphic organizers, charts,
and suggested books and texts.

Reading Like a Historian
Celebrate the thirtieth anniversary of the Newbery Honor–winning survival novel
Hatchet with a pocket-sized edition perfect for travelers to take along on their own
adventures. This special anniversary edition includes a new introduction and
commentary by author Gary Paulsen, pen-and-ink illustrations by Drew Willis, and
a water resistant cover. Hatchet has also been nominated as one of America’s bestloved novels by PBS’s The Great American Read. Thirteen-year-old Brian Robeson,
haunted by his secret knowledge of his mother’s infidelity, is traveling by singleengine plane to visit his father for the first time since the divorce. When the plane
crashes, killing the pilot, the sole survivor is Brian. He is alone in the Canadian
wilderness with nothing but his clothing, a tattered windbreaker, and the hatchet
his mother had given him as a present. At first consumed by despair and self-pity,
Brian slowly learns survival skills—how to make a shelter for himself, how to hunt
and fish and forage for food, how to make a fire—and even finds the courage to
start over from scratch when a tornado ravages his campsite. When Brian is finally
rescued after fifty-four days in the wild, he emerges from his ordeal with new
patience and maturity, and a greater understanding of himself and his parents.

E-learning Methodologies
A strange glowing stone picked up on a sea voyage captivates a ship's crew and
has a terrible transforming effect on them.

Razzle Dazzle Writing
The "E-Learning Methodologies" guide will support professionals involved in the
design and development of e-learning projects and products. The guide reviews
the basic concepts of e-learning with a focus on adult learning, and introduces the
various activities and roles involved in an e-learning project. The guide covers
methodologies and tips for creating interactive content and for facilitating online
learning, as well as some of the technologies used to create and deliver e-learning.

Ditch That Textbook
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • ONE OF ESSENCE’S 50 MOST IMPACTFUL
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BLACK BOOKS OF THE PAST 50 YEARS In this iconic memoir of his early days,
Barack Obama “guides us straight to the intersection of the most serious questions
of identity, class, and race” (The Washington Post Book World). “Quite
extraordinary.”—Toni Morrison In this lyrical, unsentimental, and compelling
memoir, the son of a black African father and a white American mother searches
for a workable meaning to his life as a black American. It begins in New York,
where Barack Obama learns that his father—a figure he knows more as a myth
than as a man—has been killed in a car accident. This sudden death inspires an
emotional odyssey—first to a small town in Kansas, from which he retraces the
migration of his mother’s family to Hawaii, and then to Kenya, where he meets the
African side of his family, confronts the bitter truth of his father’s life, and at last
reconciles his divided inheritance. Praise for Dreams from My Father “Beautifully
crafted . . . moving and candid . . . This book belongs on the shelf beside works like
James McBride’s The Color of Water and Gregory Howard Williams’s Life on the
Color Line as a tale of living astride America’s racial categories.”—Scott Turow
“Provocative . . . Persuasively describes the phenomenon of belonging to two
different worlds, and thus belonging to neither.”—The New York Times Book
Review “Obama’s writing is incisive yet forgiving. This is a book worth
savoring.”—Alex Kotlowitz, author of There Are No Children Here “One of the most
powerful books of self-discovery I’ve ever read, all the more so for its illuminating
insights into the problems not only of race, class, and color, but of culture and
ethnicity. It is also beautifully written, skillfully layered, and paced like a good
novel.”—Charlayne Hunter-Gault, author of In My Place “Dreams from My Father is
an exquisite, sensitive study of this wonderful young author’s journey into
adulthood, his search for community and his place in it, his quest for an
understanding of his roots, and his discovery of the poetry of human life.
Perceptive and wise, this book will tell you something about yourself whether you
are black or white.”—Marian Wright Edelman

Managing the Risks of Extreme Events and Disasters to
Advance Climate Change Adaptation
Note-Taking Made Easy
Provides teachers with classroom-proven ways to prepare students to be
successful math learners by teaching the vocabulary and comprehension skills
needed to understand mathematics.

Proceedings of Selected Research Paper Presentations at the
Convention of the Association for Educational Communications
and Technology
When Stick rescues Stone from a prickly situation with a Pinecone, the pair
becomes fast friends. But when Stick gets stuck, can Stone return the favor?
Author Beth Ferry makes a memorable debut with a warm, rhyming text that
includes a subtle anti-bullying message even the youngest reader will understand.
New York Times bestselling illustrator Tom Lichtenheld imbues Stick and Stone
with energy, emotion, and personality to spare. In this funny story about kindness
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and friendship, Stick and Stone join George and Martha, Frog and Toad, and
Elephant and Piggie, as some of the best friend duos in children’s literature.

What If You Had Animal Teeth?
Creating and sustaining a classroom where every learner succeeds is a challenge
for any teacher--especially when the elements of diversity and inclusion are added
to the mix. How can teachers differentiate instruction in ways that help all students
meet standards and develop lifelong learning skills? The authors of Connecting
Teachers, Students, and Standards provide a comprehensive framework for
reaching and teaching English language learners, students from culturally diverse
backgrounds, and students with disabilities. In this book, you'll learn how to *
Select the best instructional methods and materials for diverse learners * Create
classrooms that are welcoming, practical, and conducive to learning * Develop
classroom content that allows every student to achieve standards while meeting
the individual needs of diverse learners * Collaborate effectively with fellow
teachers and education specialists * Administer assessments that challenge and
accommodate diverse learners The book includes helpful, real-world scenarios that
provide tips for connecting with diverse students in the classroom, communicating
with their families, and coordinating efforts with colleagues. Packed with practical
strategies for handling difficult issues, this is a go-to guide for any teacher facing
the complexities of helping diverse learners flourish at school and beyond.

Literacy Strategies for Improving Mathematics Instruction
A guide for teachers which shows how to use different styles of graphic
organizers--visual representations of knowledge--for teaching and learning,
planning, instruction, and assessment in kindergarten through eighth grade
classrooms.

Visible Learning for Teachers
Literacy lies at the heart of student understanding and achievement. Yet too many
educators mistakenly assume that the reading, writing, speaking, and thinking
skills that students developed in elementary school are sufficient for the
sophisticated learning tasks they face in middle and high school. The result?
Disappointing test scores, high dropout rates, and students unprepared for higher
education, citizenship, and the world of work. Taking Action on Adolescent Literacy:
An Implementation Guide for School Leaders presents a structured approach to
using literacy as a lever for overall school improvement. Literacy instruction is not
an "add-on," authors Judith L. Irvin, Julie Meltzer, and Melinda Dukes insist; it's an
ongoing essential. All adolescent students, no matter what their level of
achievement, can benefit from direct instruction in reading, writing, speaking, and
thinking. And all secondary school leaders can improve students' literacy and
learning by following the five action steps outlined in this book: (1) develop and
implement a literacy action plan, (2) support teachers to improve literacy
instruction, (3) use data to make curricular decisions, (4) build capacity for shared
leadership, and (5) creatively allocate resources to support the literacy plan. The
book also offers strategies to help educators integrate literacy and learning across
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the content areas, provide targeted interventions for students who are struggling
the most, and develop a supportive school environment that involves parents,
community members, and district leaders. Practical tools, helpful resources, and
vignettes based on the authors' extensive work in school districts nationwide make
this an indispensable guide for principals, central office administrators, literacy
coaches, department chairs, and other school leaders committed to helping
students succeed.

Differentiating Assessment in Middle and High School English
and Social Studies
This series of books is designed to help upper elementary teachers teach a
rigourous yearlong writing curriculum.

The Art and Science of Teaching
Updated and revised edition As every student quickly learns, merely sitting
through a class and paying attention is usually not sufficient to ensure good
grades. The proper taking of good notes is essential. Note-Taking Made Easy tells
why the student should take his or her own notes (rather than buying them or
taping lectures), and tells exactly how to determine what is worth noting, whether
during a lecture, classroom discussion, even from a book or during a meeting. The
authors describe the two most successful methods of organizing notes—outlining
and patterning—and provide shortcuts to really make note-taking easy, from
shorthand devices to abbreviations. Special sections are devoted to taking notes
from texts, fiction as well as nonfiction, and handling charts, graphs, and photos. A
final chapter shows how to tie together notes from various sources. This STUDY
SMART reference guide series, designed for students from junior high school
through lifelong learning programs, teaches skills for research and note-taking,
presents strategies for test-taking and studying, provides exercises to improve
spelling, grammar, and vocabulary, and reveals secrets for putting these skills
together in great essays.

A Handbook for Classroom Instruction That Works
An adult shark shows four baby sharks how to hunt using all six senses, why they
can never stop moving, and what the most dangerous threat to them is. Includes
fun facts, a Glossary of important terms, and photos of real great white sharks. Full
color.

The Mysteries of Harris Burdick
Textbooks are symbols of centuries-old education. They're often outdated as soon
as they hit students' desks. Acting "by the textbook" implies compliance and a lack
of creativity. It's time to ditch those textbooks--and those textbook assumptions
about learning In Ditch That Textbook, teacher and blogger Matt Miller encourages
educators to throw out meaningless, pedestrian teaching and learning practices.
He empowers them to evolve and improve on old, standard, teaching methods.
Ditch That Textbook is a support system, toolbox, and manifesto to help educators
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free their teaching and revolutionize their classrooms.

Legal Aspects of Special Education
"Good writing is more than we say; it is how we say it. This book shows how to
master fifty key target skills that will improve their writing and raise heir
assessment scores."--Editor.

Autism & CCSS
A classic tale by Newbery Medalist Kate DiCamillo, America's beloved storyteller.
One summer’s day, ten-year-old India Opal Buloni goes down to the local
supermarket for some groceries – and comes home with a dog. But Winn-Dixie is
no ordinary dog. It’s because of Winn-Dixie that Opal begins to make friends. And
it’s because of Winn-Dixie that she finally dares to ask her father about her
mother, who left when Opal was three. In fact, as Opal admits, just about
everything that happens that summer is because of Winn-Dixie. Featuring a new
cover illustration by E. B. Lewis and an excerpt of Kate DiCamillo's newest novel,
Raymie Nightingale.

Taking Action on Adolescent Literacy
In November 2008, John Hattie’s ground-breaking book Visible Learning
synthesised the results of more than fifteen years research involving millions of
students and represented the biggest ever collection of evidence-based research
into what actually works in schools to improve learning. Visible Learning for
Teachers takes the next step and brings those ground breaking concepts to a
completely new audience. Written for students, pre-service and in-service
teachers, it explains how to apply the principles of Visible Learning to any
classroom anywhere in the world. The author offers concise and user-friendly
summaries of the most successful interventions and offers practical step-by-step
guidance to the successful implementation of visible learning and visible teaching
in the classroom. This book: links the biggest ever research project on teaching
strategies to practical classroom implementation champions both teacher and
student perspectives and contains step by step guidance including lesson
preparation, interpreting learning and feedback during the lesson and post lesson
follow up offers checklists, exercises, case studies and best practice scenarios to
assist in raising achievement includes whole school checklists and advice for
school leaders on facilitating visible learning in their institution now includes
additional meta-analyses bringing the total cited within the research to over 900
comprehensively covers numerous areas of learning activity including pupil
motivation, curriculum, meta-cognitive strategies, behaviour, teaching strategies,
and classroom management. Visible Learning for Teachers is a must read for any
student or teacher who wants an evidence based answer to the question; ‘how do
we maximise achievement in our schools?’

The Omnivore's Dilemma
Fourteen black-and-white drawings, each accompanied by a title and a caption,
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entice readers to make up his or her own story.

How to Survive as a Shark
The most terrifying events in history are brought vividly to life in this New York
Times bestselling series! Ten-year-old George Calder can't believe his luck -- he
and his little sister, Phoebe, are on the famous Titanic, crossing the ocean with
their Aunt Daisy. The ship is full of exciting places to explore, but when George
ventures into the first class storage cabin, a terrible boom shakes the entire boat.
Suddenly, water is everywhere, and George's life changes forever. Lauren Tarshis
brings history's most exciting and terrifying events to life in this New York Times
bestselling series. Readers will be transported by stories of amazing kids and how
they survived!

The Wretched Stone
The Handbook of Research on Teaching Literacy Through the Communicative and
Visual Arts, Volume II brings together state-of-the-art research and practice on the
evolving view of literacy as encompassing not only reading, writing, speaking, and
listening, but also the multiple ways through which learners gain access to
knowledge and skills. It forefronts as central to literacy education the visual,
communicative, and performative arts, and the extent to which all of the
technologies that have vastly expanded the meanings and uses of literacy
originate and evolve through the skills and interests of the young. A project of the
International Reading Association, published and distributed by Routledge/Taylor &
Francis. Visit http://www.reading.org for more information about Internationl
Reading Associationbooks, membership, and other services.

7 Steps to a Language-Rich Interactive Classroom
Designed as a self-study resource, this handbook guides readers through nine
categories of instructional strategies proven to improve student achievement.
Sections 1-9 address the nine categories of instructional strategies that can be
applied to all types of content, at all grade levels, and with all types of students:
Identifying similarities and differences; Summarizing and note taking; Reinforcing
effort and providing recognition; Homework and practice; Representing knowledge;
Learning groups; Setting objectives and providing feedback; Generating and
testing hypotheses; and Cues, questions, and advance organizers. For each of the
nine categories, exercises, brief questionnaires, tips and recommendations,
samples, worksheets, rubrics, and other tools are provided. For elementary and
middle school teachers, counselors, evaluators, and administrators.

Wishtree (Special Edition)
Paragraph Development helps students edit their own writing for clarity and
accuracy and offers a three-phase strategy for building writing skills through
planning, writing, and revising. The approach in each chapter is direct and
functional: a model is provided and graphically explained, then students use the
model to write their own paragraphs.-- Offers controlled information-transfer
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exercises, a choice of writing topics, and peer consultation and writing-evaluation
methods.

Connecting Teachers, Students, and Standards
Tap into the power of graphic organizers for classroom success Veteran educator
and NCTE trainer Katherine McKnight shows how students can use graphic
organizers as an important tool to organize new information. Providing a visual
representation that uses symbols to express ideas, concepts, and convey meaning,
graphic organizers help to depict relationships between facts, terms, and ideas.
The author demonstrates how graphic organizers have proven to be a powerful
teaching and learning strategy. Includes 100 graphic organizers-more than any
comparable book Included graphic organizers can be used before-, during-, and
after-learning activities across the content areas Contains easy-to-follow
instructions for teachers on how to use and adapt the book's graphic organizers
Offers strategies for teachers to create their own graphic organizers for different
grade levels The author Katherine McKnight is a noted literacy educator.

The Teacher's Big Book of Graphic Organizers
7 Steps to Building a Language-Rich Interactive Classroom provides a seven step
process that creates a language-rich interactive classroom environment in which
all students can thrive. Topics include differentiating instruction for students at a
variety of language proficiencies, keeping all students absolutely engaged, and
creating powerful learning supports.

Because of Winn-Dixie
Remember those great teachers who made you excited about learning? Remember
how it felt to be in their classes and to experience how they made their classrooms
come alive? What made those teachers special? What qualities and skills did they
have to ignite student learning? Most important, how did those teachers help their
students become successful? In Qualities of Effective Teachers, 2nd edition, James
H. Stronge shows educators how to recreate this same excitement and enthusiasm
in their own classrooms by describing the characteristics and skills of effective
teachers. Stronge synthesizes research to identify specific teacher behaviors that
contribute to student achievement. Rather than look at outside factors like
demographics, district leadership, and state mandates, Stronge focuses specifically
on what teachers can control: their own preparation, personality, and practices.
Learn how effective teachers *Prepare to be effective educators. *Establish,
manage, and maintain learning-focused classroom environments. *Organize time,
communicate expectations, and plan instruction. *Present curriculum to support
active and engaged learning. *Monitor student progress, identify student potential,
and meet the needs of special populations in the classroom. This second edition
includes new tips and tools for engaging at-risk students and high-ability students.
It also includes skills checklists and an expanded, annotated bibliography to
provide a springboard for further insight and exploration. Teachers, educators who
hire teachers, teacher leaders, supervisors, and teachers-in-training can all use this
book to learn to how to develop better teachers and to improve the quality of
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learning for all students.

Resources in Education
Told in a series of short vignettes, this is the story of Esperanza Cordero, a young
girl growing up in a Mexican American barrio in Chicago. Winner of the American
Book Award.

A Guide to Graphic Organizers
Qualities of Effective Teachers
An ecological and anthropological study of eating offers insight into food
consumption in the twenty-first century, explaining how an abundance of unlimited
food varieties reveals the responsibilities of everyday consumers to protect their
health and the environment. By the author of The Botany of Desire. 125,000 first
printing.

Paragraph Development
Offers teachers a collection of twenty-four ready-to-use graphic organizers to
enhance student learning across subject areas and grade levels.

Graphic Organizers
The popular author of Classroom Instruction That Works discusses 10 questions
that can help teachers sharpen their craft and do what really works for the
particular students in their classroom.

Stick and Stone
A special edition for adults of Katherine Applegate's New York Times-bestselling
novel about an oak tree and a crow who help their neighbors embrace their
differences. Trees can't tell jokes, but they can certainly tell stories. . . . Red is an
oak tree who is many rings old. Red is the neighborhood "wishtree"—people write
their wishes on pieces of cloth and tie them to Red's branches. Along with a crow
named Bongo and other animals who seek refuge in Red's hollows, this wishtree
watches over the neighborhood. When a new family moves in, not everyone is
welcoming, and Red's experience as a wishtree is more important than ever. With
a message of inclusion for dreamers and welcomers, this is a book for our lives and
times. "A beautifully written, morally bracing story that will leave its imprint on a
reader of any age." —The New York Times Book Review

Handbook of Research on Teaching Literacy Through the
Communicative and Visual Arts, Volume II
This book by Sheryn Spencer Waterman follows the bestselling Handbook on
Differentiated Instruction for Middle and High Schools. With numerous examples
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and strategies, it is an all-inclusive manual on assessing student readiness,
interests, learning and thinking styles. It includes examples of Pre-, Formative and
Summative assessments Informal and formal assessments Oral and written
assessments Project and performance assessments Highly structured and
enrichment assessments for struggling to gifted students Assessment tools and
rubrics
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ROMANCE ACTION & ADVENTURE MYSTERY & THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES &
HISTORY CHILDREN’S YOUNG ADULT FANTASY HISTORICAL FICTION HORROR
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